3/8" SOFFIT PANEL SYSTEM

The Englert E-375 Soffit Panel, in solid or perforated, offers aesthetic, functionality, and ease of installation. The positive lock between the two panels insures a snug and sure lock between the panels as well as a concealed fastener.

SYSTEM APPLICATIONS

- Residential or commercial use
- Standard boxed lengths 12'-0"
- Applied over light gauge metal or wood framing

SUBSTRATES

- .032" aluminum, bone white
- 24 gauge steel available, solid only*
- .032" aluminum, Englert standard colors*

*Minimum quantity requirement
FINISHES

Englert’s Series E-375 Soffit Panel is stocked in bone white, Kynar 500®/ULTRA-Cool™ - Low Gloss Finish, along with matching J trims.

Englert can match the color of virtually any material – including brick, wood and fabric. Minimum quantities would be required on anything other than white.

SYSTEM WARRANTY

• Non- pro-rated Kynar 500®/ULTRA-Cool™ - Low Gloss Finish warranty, see Englert for samples.

VENTED PANELS

Englert Series E-375 Soffit Panels will provide a net free ventilation area (NFVA) of 6.528 square inches per square foot.

Kynar 500® is a registered trademark of Atochem. N.A. ULTRA-Cool™ is a trademark of BASF.
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